Similar to many other Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped persistent luminescence materials, for Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ the initial intensity and duration of persistent luminescence was also found to depend critically on the rare-earth (RE) co-doping. An enhancement of 1 -2 orders of magnitude in these properties could be obtained by Dy 3+ co-doping whereas total quenching of persistent luminescence resulted from the use of Sm 3+ and Yb 3+ . To solve this drastic disparity, the effects of the individual RE 3+ ions were studied with thermoluminescence (TL) spectroscopy to derive information about the formation of traps storing the excitation energy. The charge compensation defects were concluded to be the origin of the complex TL glow curve structure. The tuning of the band gap of the Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 host and especially the position of the bottom of the conduction band due to the Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ co-doping was measured with the synchrotron radiation vacuum UV (VUV) excitation spectra of the Eu 2+ dopant. The model based on the evolution of the band gap energy with RE 3+ co-doping was found to explain the intensity and duration of the persistent luminescence.
Introduction
Broadly speaking, persistent luminescence is luminescence obtained for a long time -usually for hours -after the removal of the excitation source [1] . Systematically, persistent luminescence is a special case of thermally stimulated luminescence (TSL) at a given (constant) temperature [2] . The input energy can be in the form of visible light, UV radiation, electron or plasma beam, X-or even γ-rays -much depending on the application. Nowadays, it is recognized that the excitation (irradiation) energy is stored in defects -in intrinsic traps or in those deliberately introduced, or in both, of course [3, 4] . Since the long life time of persistent luminescence is due to trapping of energy in defects, the term to be used for the phenomenon is not phosphorescence as still used incorrectly. The two phenomena -energy storage and luminescence -are somewhat in conflict with each other since it is usually (and correctly) thought that the defect-containing host material quenches conventional luminescence. However, in persistent luminescence the energy stored in defects only delays the luminescence output from a strongly emitting center. For a good persistent luminescence material, the following three requirements must thus be fulfilled: i) efficient luminescence, ii) good storage capability and iii) absence of luminescence quenching [5] .
The history of persistent luminescence goes back to ancient China some 1000 years ago, and this time span makes persistent luminescence probably the first kind of documented luminescence [1] . However, only little is known about the materials used then. In the beginning of the 17 th century, persistent luminescence certainly became the best documented kind of luminescence because of the manufacture of the famous Bologna Stone [6] . Presently, it is known that the material is Cu + -doped BaS made by the reduction of the mineral Barite [7] . The driving force for the discovery of such a material was alchemy. Unfortunately, the golden color of the material did not persist significantly in daylight, and even in the dark for only a few hours.
Different persistent luminescence materials (e. g. copper-doped ZnS) were used since the late 19 th century, but the efficiency was poor [8] . The breakthrough in the research and applications of persistent luminescence came in the mid 1990s with the introduction of the efficient Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -(RE: rare-earth metal) co-doped aluminates CaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ ,Nd 3+ and SrAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ ,Dy 3+ [9] emitting in the blue and green region, respectively. Presently, one can obtain any (basic) color-emitting commercial persistent luminescence material (Fig. 1) , and all of them are based on divalent europium [10] . It is not difficult to imagine the reasons behind the supremacy of Eu 2+ as the emitting center [4] : i) allowed (i. e. fast decay) 4 f 7 ↔ 4 f 6 5d 1 transitions both in emission and excitation, ii) broad band (i. e. intense) emission and excitation, iii) easy tunability of emission and excitation just by changing the host (i. e. modification of covalency and crystal field strength) and iv) the possibility to have excitation in the visible (blue) region. Perhaps the only disadvantage in the use of Eu 2+ is that many other luminescence applications also use europium (also as Eu 3+ ). Combined with the bulk applications and sometimes difficult recycling of the phosphors, one should in earnest seek for alternatives for Eu 2+ /Eu 3+ . As for the applications employing persistent luminescence materials one can cite (in no particular order): i) emergency and traffic signaling, ii) radiation detection, iii) temperature and pressure sensors, iv) textile printing and ceramics, v) solar cells, vi) food packaging, vii) medical diagnostics, and many more. Especially for medical diagnostics, red-emitting centers such as Mn 2+ [11] , Cr 3+ [12] and perhaps Pr 3+ [13] have been found useful due to the relative poor performance of Eu 2+ -based materials in red. An alternative green-emitting material can be Tb 3+ [14 -16] as well as Ti 3+ in blue-green [17, 18] , the latter being very inexpensive though relatively inefficient.
The alkaline earth magnesium disilicate persistent luminescence phosphors, especially Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 : Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ , have been subject to detailed investigations [19 -51] only infrequently despite being among the most efficient phosphors of their kind. Moreover, their blue-green emission [19] corresponds better than any other phosphor to the sensitivity of the human eye in the dark [52] . Finally, despite the apparent complexity of its stoichiometry, the tetragonal Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 structure (Fig. 2 ) is very simple [53] (e. g. only one Sr 2+ site) and is thus very suitable as a model compound -more than e. g. SrAl 2 O 4 with a low-symmetry structure and two Sr 2+ sites [54] . Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 is also very stable with no risk for decomposition e. g. by humidity, and thus the appearance of impurity phases is avoided. In this work, the last major source of ambiguity, the role of the RE 3+ co-dopant in boosting the performance of the persistent luminescence materials is addressed based on both experiments, semi-empirical modelling and theoretical calculations. Up-to-date synchrotron radiation methods such as VUV spectroscopy together with thermoluminescence (TL) were used to characterize the serendipitous enhancement of the persistent luminescence intensity in the rather simple but efficient model system, the Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 , possessing also significant commercial value.
Results and Discussion

Crystal structure and phase purity
According to the powder X-ray diffraction (PXD) patterns, the materials prepared were of the pure tetragonal Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 [53] phase though traces of Sr 3 MgSi 2 O 8 [57] were occasionally observed as impurities (Fig. 3) leads to charge compensation defects. However, the bond valence model [60] calculations have shown that the oxygen coordination around the Sr 2+ site gives a formal valence considerably higher than 2 for this site [61] . The doping with RE 3+ may thus be rather easy though the charge compensation problem still persists.
The tetragonal Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 phase belongs to the åkermanite Ca 2 MgSi 2 O 7 -type structure, which in turn belongs to the much wider melilite group of minerals. The crystal structure has the space group P42 1 m (no. 113; Z = 2) where the Sr 2+ ion occupies the 4e site with low C s symmetry and a quite low coordination number of 8 [53, 61] . The Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 structure is composed of layers of corner-sharing MgO 4 and SiO 4 tetrahedra forming five-membered rings. These layers are held together by eight-coordinated Sr 2+ cations (cf. Fig. 2 ). These structural features leave considerable free space around the Sr 2+ site which may be needed for the charge compensation (e. g. interstitial oxide) due to the aliovalent substitution of Sr 2+ by the trivalent RE 3+ . Indeed, detailed structural studies have shown that some melilites (e. g. synthetic Ca 2 MgSi 2 O 7 ) possess a two-dimensional incommensurately modulated structure [61] to reduce structural strains caused by the misfit between layer of tetrahedra and the M 2+ cations by a deformation of the former. It seems, however, that the particular Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 structure is a non-modulated one [61] .
Persistent luminescence
Despite the apparent structural similarities between the different tetragonal alkaline earth disilicates (M 2 MgSi 2 O 7 ; M: Ca [62] , Sr [53] , Ba [63] ), the persistent luminescence spectra have different features under the deep VUV excitation to the hosts' conduction band (CB) with synchrotron radiation (SR). The excellent size match between the Sr 2+ and Eu 2+ ions is shown in the low band width (FWHM) value for the Eu 2+ -doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 whereas the stronger strain involved in the isovalent substitution of the much smaller Ca 2+ ion with Eu 2+ gives a broad band as is suggested by the differences in the ionic radii (CN: 8): 1.12 (1.42) Å for Ca 2+ (Ba 2+ ) [58] . The strain in Ba 2 MgSi 2 O 7 seems to have a weaker effect on the persistent emission spectrum in contrast to the ionic radii.
The persistent emission spectra seem to be symmetrical excluding the possibility of several sites for the Eu 2+ dopant in agreement with the structural data [53, 62, 63] . The position of the emission bands is not following the simple evolution although the strongest crystal field and weakest covalency in the Ca 2 MgSi 2 O 7 host results in the largest splitting of the 4 f 6 5d 1 levels and in the longest wavelength emission. On the contrary, for the position of the Eu 2+ emission band in Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 and Ba 2 MgSi 2 O 7 the opposite effect is expected. The reasons for this behavior are not clear as noted already previously [64] .
Since the human eye is still the most frequent detector in many persistent luminescence applications, the Eu 2+ emission band in Ba 2 MgSi 2 O 7 gives the best match to the sensitivity of the human eye -for bright illumination conditions. However, because the persistent luminescence phosphors are used most of the time in the dark when the eye sensitivity curve moves towards the blue range [52] , the position of the Eu 2+ emission band in Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 is better suited.
Effect of RE 3+ co-doping: conventional luminescence
Before going to the effect of the RE 3+ co-doping on the persistent luminescence of Eu 2+ in Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 , it is worthwhile to probe the VUV-excited conventional luminescence of these materials (Fig. 4) . When the RE 3+ ions are substituted on the Sr 2+ site, a charge compensation is necessary due to the difference in the formal valences. The most simple charge compensation scheme involves the introduction of interstitial oxide ions. In the following, the Kröger-Vink notations [65] are used.
This scheme is the most appropriate one because of the rather open structure of the Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 host. Another, though a more theoretical possibility, is to balance the additional positive charge due to RE 3+ co-doping with the formation of strontium vacancies (V Sr ). If the charge compensating defect (e. g. an interstitial oxide ion) is situated close to the emitting Eu 2+ center, the difference in the crystal field effect should be reflected in the position of the Eu 2+ emission band since the effect of the crystal field on the 5d orbitals is even stronger than for the more common 3d orbitals. The emission spectra of Eu 2+ in Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 with different RE 3+ co-doping ( Fig. 5 ) do not reveal, however, any significant differences in band position or shape. It must thus be concluded that the RE 3+ co-dopant and its charge compensating defect are far enough from Eu 2+ to cause only an insignificant change in the crystal field around Eu 2+ . In fact, there is not any direct (electrostatic) interaction between Eu 2+ on one hand and the RE 3+ ion or the defect on the other which would indicate that these species approach each other. In contrast, an electrostatic attraction between the RE • Sr and O i defects with opposite charges is very probable [66] . Finally, even if the additional interstitial oxide ion would enter into the proximity of Eu 2+ , the increase in the electrostatic force around Eu 2+ would not be excessive, only 9 oxide ions instead of 8. This observation is in line with the bond valence model calculations that have shown [61] that the Sr 2+ site has already "anticipated" the aliovalent substitution into this site by increasing the valence from the formal +2 to a higher value.
After the failure of not being able to use the Eu 2+ ion as a structural probe to detect the charge compensating (and RE 3+ ) defects, the interest is turned to the absolute intensities of the conventional luminescence (although the measurement of these parameters is much more uncertain than that of the band positions or shapes). It is evident that there are significant differences in the conventional luminescence intensity as a function of the RE 3+ co-doping (Fig. 5 , right bottom corner). Since all these materials show persistent luminescence at room temperature, it is expected that, at the low temperature (10 K) used in these measurements, the persistent luminescence could be avoided because of the lack of sufficient thermal energy. As shown by the results this idea partly failed: the charging (but not decharging) of the defects with electrons took place at 10 K as indicated by the different decrease in the luminescence intensity. Since the beam intensity of the SR radiation in far VUV is quite low, the results confirm that the steady state condition at 10 K, i. e. the full charging of defects, takes a long time and the conventional luminescence remains weak for a long time -at least for the time required to measure the individual emission spectrum with the aid of a CCD detector. The charging takes more time when there are more defects explaining qualitatively the different level of intensity. When the enhancement (or quenching) of the persistent luminescence is known as a function of the RE 3+ co-doping (see the next chapters), it would be interesting to find out if there is any quantitative relationship between the low conventional luminescence during the charging step at low temperatures and the high persistent luminescence at high temperatures.
Effect of RE 3+ co-doping: persistent luminescence
The persistent luminescence of the Eu 2+ ,Dy 3+ -codoped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 materials could be induced by the SR VUV excitation into the Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 host at 160 nm. This excitation is well in the CB of the Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 host and relaxes then to the 4 f 6 5d 1 levels of Eu 2+ and gives immediately most of the excitation energy as conventional luminescence. The life time of this emission is ca. 1 µs. Along with this emission, one observes very strong and long persistent luminescence (Fig. 6) . The decay of this persistent luminescence is clearly non-exponential suggesting the presence of at least 2 or even three traps from which the bleaching of electrons with thermal energy takes different delays. The existence of more than one trap was later verified and confirmed with the thermoluminescence measurements. It is worth noting that the persistent emission spectra are almost identical ( Fig. 6 ; inset) which indicates that only one emitting species is present in the Eu 2+ ,Dy 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 materials. This observation excludes also the possibility that the different traps feed different Eu 2+ emitting centers and also makes inconceivable the concept that the traps are located close to the Eu 2+ ions.
As for the main subject of this contribution, it was found that different RE 3+ co-dopants have drastically different effects on both the initial intensity and the duration of persistent luminescence from the Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 materials (Fig. 7) . The three "typical" RE 3+ ions, Nd 3+ , Dy 3+ , and Ho 3+ , yield by far the best persistent luminescence performance. All these "typical" ions are known to retain their 3+ oxidation state even in the most extreme conditions and are expected to do so also under VUV irradiation. The "atypical" RE 3+ ions such as Sm 3+ and Yb 3+ (but evidently not Tm 3+ ) which can undergo an easy reduction to the divalent state seem to quench efficiently the persistent luminescence. This property may be related to their inability to form charge compensation defects in the divalent state. [68] ) that at least samarium is in the divalent state and probably also ytterbium since the reduction potential of Yb 3+ is lower than that of Sm 3+ [69] . As a conclusion, if Sm 2+ and Yb 2+ ions exist in Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 -as is conceivable -several mechanisms can quench the persistent luminescence from Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2+ .
The other "atypical" RE 3+ ions such as Ce 3+ , Pr 3+ and Tb 3+ , which are prone to easy oxidation, cause next to no enhancement of persistent luminescence from Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2+ but they either do not quench it. The interference of the tetravalent RE IV ions could be a problem with VUV irradiation, but UV irradiation at 254 nm is hard enough to cause the oxidation of these RE 3+ ions in high band gap energy materials such as Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 (the E g value is ca. 7.1 eV). Accordingly, these ions should be treated as belonging to the "typical" RE 3+ ions. There is also a group of "typical" RE 3+ ions, Y 3+ , La 3+ , Gd 3+ , and Lu 3+ , with no effect on the persistent luminescence, as well as Er 3+ (and Tm 3+ ) with an only slightly enhancing effect. It is very difficult if not impossible to classify the effect of these ions based on their chemical behavior. Other explanations need to be found for their inactivity or relatively weak activity in boosting the persistent luminescence from Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2+ .
In general, those RE 3+ ions which enhance the persistent luminescence of Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2+ (Fig. 7) at room temperature show weakened conventional luminescence at 10 K, too (Fig. 5) . The correspondence is not perfect, probably because the conditions (temperature) are very different.
When returning to the three "typical" RE 3+ ions, Nd 3+ , Dy 3+ , and Ho 3+ , which yield the best persistent luminescence performance (Fig. 7) , one can observe important differences in the time dependence: both Nd 3+ -and Ho 3+ -co-doped materials experience within the first 10 min a much faster decline in the persistent luminescence intensity than the Dy 3+ -co-doped material. The long-lasting persistent luminescence can be related to the existence of deeper traps the bleaching of which takes a long time -either via the CB of the host or via the presently much studied tunneling mechanism. In fact, the presence of deep traps with significant density for the Dy 3+ -co-doped material was observed in a previous thermoluminescence study [67] . It seems evident that the enhancement of the persistent luminescence from the Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 materials cannot be explained by the arguments presented earlier [70] . These arguments were based on the chemical properties of the RE 3+ ions, the host structure, rare-earth ion size, charge density, or simple redox behavior (evidently except for Sm 3+ and Yb 3+ ). The next step would thus be to consider in detail the redox behavior of the RE 3+ ions. For that purpose, the 3 rd and 4 th ionization energies [71] of the RE 2+ and RE 3+ ions were considered (Fig. 8) . Especially, the 3 rd ionization energies are relevant for the electron transfer processes when the redox couples Eu 2+ /Eu 3+ and RE 3+ /RE 2+ are considered. Indeed, the RE 2+ /RE 3+ ionization energies for the Dy 3+ , Ho 3+ and Er 3+ ions are quite similar, but that for Nd 3+ deviates significantly from this group of RE 3+ ions which all were found to enhance the persistent luminescence in Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2+ . Since the 3 rd ionization energy should be related to the depth of the electron trap, the huge energy difference (on the thermal energy scale, of course) between Nd 3+ and Dy 3+ is in conflict with their rather similar behavior. Following the somewhat arbitrary method of regrouping the 3 rd ionization energies [72] of the RE 2+ ions (the parallel lines in Fig. 8) , the Nd 3+ energy can be included but the physical meaning of the method is not explained in the original work [72] . It is thus necessary to introduce a systematic relationship between the energies of the 4 f n energy levels of the RE 3+ /RE 2+ ions and the host band structure which is carried out in the next chapter.
Positions of 4f n levels in the Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 host band structure
In the beginning of 2000s, a systematic approach was introduced to define the positions of the 4 f n (and 4 f n−1 5d 1 ) ground levels of the RE 3+ /RE 2+ ions in the hosts' band structures [73] . Some previous attempts had been made for some of the RE 3+ and RE 2+ ions but, at the present stage, the model allows the prediction of any RE 3+ or RE 2+ ion level structure in any host starting from only a few data points. However, by achieving such a universal coverage, the accuracy of the model in individual cases may be jeopardized. Nevertheless, this model can be used for the interpretation of many interesting chemical, physical and spectroscopic properties of rare-earths [74] . This model was also suggested [75] to solve the enhancement of persistent luminescence by the RE 3+ co-dopants in Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2+ . It seems now [67] that the defects due to charge compensation originating from the aliovalent substitution of Sr 2+ by RE 3+ leads to a multitude of defects overruling the rare-earth ions as traps to store the excitation energy in the charging phase of the persistent luminescence mechanism. As a result, not only one trap per a given RE 3+ co-dopant is observed with thermoluminescence measurements for the Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 materials, but several of them (Fig. 9) . Furthermore, it is difficult to differentiate the rare-earth traps from the charge com- Fig. 9 (color online) . The thermoluminescence glow curve of the Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 : Eu 2+ ,Y 3+ persistent luminescence material indicating more than one glow peak and thus more than one trap. The glow curves were deconvoluted with the program TLANAL v.1.0.3 [55, 56] .
pensating ones [67] -possibly since the defects (being charged species) interact with each other and thus modify their energies.
Despite the problems with accuracy, omission of the charge compensation effects and the fact that no RE 2+ species (except for Sm 2+ ) has been observed experimentally, remarkable results have been obtained for the rather simple systems with no charge compensation problems, as e. g. YVO 4 :Ce 3+ ,RE 3+ [76] . Finally, for the persistent luminescence materials such as Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 , no RE 3+ codopant is needed to obtain persistent luminescencealbeit weak (Fig. 7) but at least to some extent. The Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ ↔ Eu 3+ ,RE 2+ redox couples are thus not needed, either.
One important improvement of the ionization potential model (which is, in fact, included into the energy level model) was achieved by recognizing that in real systems the 4 f n ground level energies of the Nd 2+ , Dy 2+ , Ho 2+ , and Er 2+ ions are very close to each other (Fig. 10) and could explain the similar behavior of Nd 3+ and Dy 3+ co-doping. The accuracy of the model, being of the order of 0.5 eV, is not, however, sufficient to draw more quantitative conclusions on the Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 system. It was thus recognized that a more tangible model with a possibility to measure experimentally the basic parameters is needed to explain the enhancement of persistent luminescence in the Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 materials. 
Tuning the host's band gap
The essential parts of the mechanism [66] for the persistent luminescence from the materials based on doping with Eu 2+ (Fig. 11) are nowadays widely accepted. The importance of the band gap energy, the position of the Eu 2+ 8 S 7/2 ground level in the band structure of the host as well as the electrons as charge carriers (the position of the 4 f 6 5d 1 levels close to or within the host's CB) and their trapping in electron traps close to the bottom of the host's CB is well established, and these details are ready to be used in the design of new, more efficient persistent luminescence materials. Thus, only the role of the RE 3+ co-dopant is left to be answered. Since the previous models (cf. above) have all so far failed to various extent, a new approach was adopted in this contribution: tuning the band gap of the host. Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations [77] have shown that the valence band of Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 is composed almost exclusively of the oxygen 2p orbitals and the bottom of the conduction band of Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 mainly of the Sr(4d) orbitals, whereas the Si and Mg orbitals are far off in the conduction band. Although the 4 f 7 ground level of Eu 2+ is in the host's band gap, the other 4 f 7 and 4 f 6 5d 1 levels are in the conduction band. This is also the case for the RE 3+ and especially for the RE 2+ ions. DFT calculations have also shown that the oxygen vacancy states are close to the bottom of the host's CB [77] . Since they are associated with oxygen only, their absolute positions in the band gap can be consid- ered as constant. Thus the possibility to probe the band gap energy with the change of the RE 3+ co-dopant became a reality.
The basic idea of the model was to "freeze" the energy level system of the entire Eu 2+ -doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 except for the effect of the RE 3+ codopants. The latter were thus the only part of the system to modify the position of the bottom of the system's CB. Since the calculation of this effect with DFT methods quickly proved very difficult or presently even impossible, the possibility to measure experimentally the effect of different RE 3+ co-dopants on the band gap energy was taken into account as the sole alternative. The following experimental difficulties were considered important: the band gap energy of Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 is ca. 7.1 eV which required VUV measurements (Fig. 12 ). The RE 3+ doping level was only 1 mole-% of the strontium amount, thus the modification of the band gap energy may be rather small. As an indication of the magnitude of this effect, the trap energies due to RE 3+ co-doping -calculated from the TL measurements [67] -differed by several hundred meV, and thus the resolution of the SUPERLUMI apparatus (0.02 nm) was considered sufficient to try the experiments. Previous measurements have shown that no exciton fine structure was present in the vicinity of the fundamental edge of the Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 host and thus perturbation-free results could be expected. To achieve the required accuracy, the measurement of the excitation spectra of Eu 2+ requires the treatment of the spectral data with the 1 st (or even the 2 nd ) derivative to obtain exact energy values. Fig. 13 (color online) . The band gap energy (E g ) i. e. the peak energy of the 1 st derivative of the host's valence to conduction band edge in the UV-VUV synchrotron radiation excitation spectra of Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ . The ionic radii for the RE 3+ species (for the coordination number 8) [58] are presented as well.
The measurement of the excitation spectra of the Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 in the SR VUV range at 10 K produced very similar spectra, indicating the host edge at ca. 7.1 eV (Fig. 12 ). Below 7 eV one can observe the 4 f 7 → 4 f 6 5d 1 bands of Eu 2+ which are not smoothed down at 10 K because no persistent luminescence is present due to the absence of sufficient thermal energy. This was one of the reasons for carrying out the measurements at 10 K since at higher temperatures the persistent luminescence makes the spectra difficult to interpret or, alternatively, very time consuming and inaccurate to measure. The host edge at ca. 7.1 eV is a neat step function with very little fine structure and free of exciton bands but still requires the use of the 1 st derivative curve to obtain exact energy values (not shown here).
The measured band gap energies ( Fig. 13 ) at 10 K varied within a rather small energy range, from 7.09 to 7.12 eV, the difference corresponding to ca. 250 cm −1 -approximately equal to the thermal energy at room temperature. Because of the low doping level of the RE 3+ ions (1 mole-%), one could not expect very different results. As to the accuracy of the results, the resolution of the apparatus being 0.02 nm (at ca. 175 nm this equals to ca. 7 cm −1 (0.9 meV) or, in relative measures, ∆E/E = 1 × 10 −4 ), the results can be considered very reliable. Of course, some error is always introduced. At the first glance, the energy gap values produced a weird zig-zag curve (Fig. 13) , and no systematics could be observed in the band gap values. How-ever, after applying a similar regrouping of the energy values as previously [72] , the Nd 3+ , Dy 3+ and Tm 3+ ions (Ho 3+ is not too far, either) could be separated with two parallel lines into a group. This group has approximately the band gap energy to create trap depths suitable for enhancing the persistent luminescence of the Eu 2+ -doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 . In contrast to the previous model based on the ionization energies [72] , where the orientation (slope) of the limiting lines could not be justified, in the present model, one can observe an excellent co-linearity with the evolution of the RE 3+ ion size. This could suggest that, after all, the charge density of the RE 3+ ions plays a role in the tuning of the band gap energy of Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 . This possibility should, however, be studied in detail with e. g. DFT calculations which can probe details that are impossible to observe experimentally.
The band gap energy values revealed that evidently the gap energies below the lower line are too low and produce too shallow traps for good room temperature persistent luminescence. Similarly, the gap energies above the upper line produce too deep traps. In addition to explaining the enhancement of persistent luminescence of Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 at room temperature, this method can predict the optimum temperature for the application of a particular material.
Conclusions
Tetragonal Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 persistent luminescence materials could be prepared with high purity. The effect of different RE 3+ co-dopants was drastically different in the enhancement of the persistent luminescence and, in general, the typical RE 3+ ions with stable +3 valence such as Nd 3+ , Dy 3+ and Ho 3+ gave the best results. However, Sm 3+ -and Yb 3+ -co-doping resulted in close to total quenching of persistent luminescence probably due to the easy reduction of these ions to the divalent state. As to the mechanism of enhancement, the aliovalent substitution of the Sr 2+ host cation with the RE 3+ co-dopant leads to charge compensation defects that override the effect of the RE 3+ ions acting as electron traps. The ionization potential and energy level models proved to be too simple and/or inaccurate to predict the enhancement of the persistent luminescence in Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ -co-doped Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 . The experimental determination of the band gap energy for Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 materials with different RE 3+ co-doping gave good results that explain the enhancement of the persistent luminescence. More work is needed to refine the model, however.
Experimental Section
Preparation
The polycrystalline Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ (RE: Y, LaLu, excluding Pm and Eu) materials were prepared by a solid-state reaction between stoichiometric amounts of SrCO 3 (Merck, Pro Analysi), Mg(NO 3 ) 2 ·6H 2 O (Merck, Pro Analysi), fumed SiO 2 (Sigma, 99.8 %) and rare-earth oxides (different manufacturers; 99.9 -99.99 %) using heating at 700 • C for 1 h followed by annealing at 1350 • C for 10 h in a reducing N 2 + 10 % H 2 gas sphere. The materials were doped and co-doped with 1 mole-% of both the Eu 2+ and RE 3+ ions calculated on the strontium amount.
Characterization
The crystal structures and phase purities of the materials were analyzed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXD) measurements. The patterns were collected at room temperature between 4 and 100 • (in 2θ ) with a Huber G670 image plate Guinier camera ( CuK α 1 radiation, λ = 1.5406 Å). The data collection time was 30 min. The asymmetry of the diffraction reflections (Fig. 3) is due to the apparatus used. For Rietveld refinements, e. g., this effect can still be successfully compensated.
The TL glow curves were measured with an upgraded Risø TL/OSL-DA-12 system using a constant heating rate of 5 • C s −1 in the temperature range from 25 to 400 • C. The global TL emission from UV to 650 nm was monitored. Prior to the TL measurements, the samples were irradiated with a combination of Philips TL 20 W/05 (emission maximum at 360 nm) and TL 20 W/03 (420 nm) UV lamps for 30 s. A delay of 3 min was used between the irradiation and the measurement. The analysis of the TL glow curves was carried out by the deconvolution of the TL curves with the program TLANAL v.1.0.3 [55, 56] . The bands were considered to be of the second-order kinetics because of their symmetrical shape.
The persistent luminescence spectra were recorded at room temperature with a Varian Cary Eclipse spectrometer. Prior to the measurements, the materials were irradiated for 5 min with UV radiation at 254 nm. The delay between the irradiation and the measurement was 1 and 10 min.
The UV-VUV excitation spectra of Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 : Eu 2+ ,RE 3+ were recorded between 80 and 330 nm using the SUPERLUMI (beamline I) synchrotron radiation facility of HASYLAB (Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor) at DESY (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany). The polycrystalline materials were mounted on the cold finger of a liquid He flow cryostat, and the spectra were recorded at selected temperatures between 10 K and room temperature. The setup consisted of a 2-m McPherson-type primary (excitation) monochromator with a resolution up to 0.02 nm. The UV-VUV excitation spectra were corrected for the variation in the incident flux of the excitation beam using the excitation spectrum of sodium salicylate as a standard. The emission spectra were recorded at selected temperatures with an ARC SpectraPro-308i monochromator equipped with a SSL CCD camera.
